Approaching conversion limit with all-dielectric solar cell reflectors
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Abstract: Metallic back reflectors have been used for thin-film and wafer-based solar cells for very long time. Nonetheless, the metallic mirrors might not be the best choices for photovoltaics. In this work, we show that solar cells with all-dielectric reflectors can surpass the best-configured metal-backed devices. Theoretical and experimental results all show that superior large-angle light scattering capability can be achieved by the diffuse medium reflectors, and the solar cell $J-V$ enhancement is higher for solar cells using all-dielectric reflectors. Specifically, the measured diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) of a diffuse medium reflector is $>0.8$ for the light trapping spectral range (600nm-1000nm), and the measured reflectance of a diffuse medium can be as high as silver if the geometry of embedded titanium oxide (TiO$_2$) nanoparticles is optimized. Moreover, the diffuse medium reflectors have the additional advantage of room-temperature processing, low cost, and very high throughput. We believe that using all-dielectric solar cell reflectors is a way to approach the thermodynamic conversion limit by completely excluding metallic dissipation.
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1. Introduction

Solar cell back reflectors play an important part in nanophotonic light trapping [1–30]. The reflectors, in fact, serve dual roles. One is high reflectivity, and the other one is efficient light scattering. The strong angular light scattering and strong non-specular diffraction is preferable because this facilitates total internal reflection (TIR) and thus extends the effective optical path length. Metallic back reflectors have long been used for the solar industry. Aluminum reflectors are very common due to its lower cost and compatible to IC process technology. Silver reflectors are used in some cases, especially when surface plasmon is needed for enhanced near-field and far-field absorption enhancement [2, 4, 10, 13–15, 17, 22, 26]. The drawbacks of metallic back reflectors are severe metal absorption. Even for high reflectivity metal such as silver, significant absorption still degrade the solar cell efficiency. The drawback might be compensated by the fact that the surface plasmonic light trapping enhances the light scattering, though recent study suggests that the advantage by the plasmonic light scattering only barely compensates absorption [4, 13]. Dielectric mirrors have been proposed as the alternatives. This includes distributed Bragg reflectors(DBR) [5, 7, 31], high index contrast grating(HCG) [32–34], and diffuse medium reflectors [35–44]. The dielectric mirror in general has minimized absorption loss, but using dielectric reflectors eliminates the possibility of plasmonic photovoltaics. Among different kinds of dielectric mirrors, DBR is too costly for photovoltaics. This is because The distributed reflectors (DBR) generally require at least >10 depositions of alternating layers to achieve high reflectance. This adds cost to optoelectronic devices by lowering the throughput [45]. HCG has not been successfully implemented in solar cells because wide-bandgap transparent materials normally have a refractive index < 3 and therefore it is difficult to form a high index contrast grating. In this work, we show that diffuse medium reflectors, in fact, are promising for solar cells. The experimental work on thin-film solar cells is conducted, using amorphous silicon solar cells, to demonstrate the effectiveness of nanophotonic light trapping by diffuse medium mirrors. Simulation and angular emission measurement also confirm the superiority of diffuse mirrors, in terms of efficiency enhancement, over conventional metallic aluminum or silver reflectors.

2. Problem set-up: theoretical, experimental, and angular power measurement

In order to have thorough insight into diffuse medium reflectors, both theoretical and experimental works are conducted.

Firstly, theoretical analysis based on eigenmode expansion is used to study the angular scattering behaviors for various metallic back reflectors and diffuse medium reflectors. This is important because the angular scattering affects the solar cell light trapping. The material parameters are from Rsoft material database [46]. Although this work uses amorphous silicon as an example, the usefulness of diffuse medium reflectors is not diminished for solar cells made of other inorganic semiconductors. This is because the similar far-field light scattering, waveguiding, and guided mode excitation nature in these inorganic solar cells. As a result, which inorganic semiconductor is used as an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of diffuse medium reflectors is actually not critical. For organic solar cells, the white diffuse paint can be easily incorporated into the devices due to the low-temperature process nature of the organic device fabrication. Nonetheless, the near-field enhancement of plasmonic resonances is extremely efficient in ultra-thin organic solar cells, and therefore it is not necessary that diffuse medium reflectors can surpass their metallic counterparts. Detailed
study and comparison for dielectric paints and metallic nano-particles employed in organic solar cells should be conducted, before conclusions can be made. The calculation method is based on rigorously coupled wave analysis (RCWA) implemented by Rsoft DiffractMOD. The polarization angle is 45° and therefore the result is the average of s- and p-polarization. The eigen-mode expansion method generally decouples the reflected light into different propagation directions, corresponding to different diffraction orders. The reflected power is, usually, strongest at specular direction (0th order). Nonetheless, for nanophotonic light trapping, the higher order diffracted power, i.e. diffused power, is preferable.

After theoretical study, experimental evidence on real solar cells with various reflectors is provided. The amorphous silicon p-i-n solar cell is used to demonstrate the efficiency enhancement of solar cells with different back reflectors. In this study, in addition to diffuse medium reflectors, silver(Ag), aluminum(Al), nickel(Ni), and titanium(Ti) are used to assess the performance of different metal reflectors. Silver is among the highest conductivity metals and has surface plasmonic resonance wavelength in the visible spectrum which can facilitate solar cell absorption enhancement. Aluminum is very common in integrated circuit(IC) processing and has a reasonably high conductivity. A high conductivity is the key to reducing the metallic dissipation. Aluminum also has significantly lower cost than silver. For completeness, Ni and Ti is also included since they are also very common in clean rooms for semiconductor device processing, though their conductivities are lower.

Finally, the total reflected power($R_{tot}$), the specular reflected power($R_{spec}$), and the diffused reflected power($R_{diffuse}$) for various reflectors are measured. The total reflectance for diffuse medium reflectors used in this study can be comparable to silver, especially at long wavelength where light trapping is essential. In fact, the reflectance can be even higher if the pigment dimension, shape, and the pigment volume concentration (PVC) can be further optimized [35, 36]. Here the diffuse medium is shown to provide the measured reflectance close to one over broad spectral range. In addition, the specular and diffused power measurement further confirms the superior light scattering property of diffuse medium reflectors where its ultra-low specular reflection confirms its strong light scattering property.

3. Theoretical result based on coupled mode theory: dielectric mirror and the best-configured metallic mirrors

Fig. 1. Illustration of the simulation structure for silver metallic reflectors for solar cells. (a) different potential configurations of metallic reflectors for solar cells [47]. (b) The best-configured metallic mirror configuration for solar cell application, which is employed in this study.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the simulation structure for white paint diffuse medium reflectors.

The structure for metallic reflectors used in this study is plotted Fig. 1(b). There are actually several different potential configurations for metallic mirrors for solar cells as shown in Fig. 1(a). The texture on the metal itself without a dielectric spacer, i.e. Figure 1(a-1) tends to result in severe metallic absorption. The textured metal with a dielectric wrapping in Fig. 1(a-2) is not as efficient as Fig. 1(a-3) where the structure is a planar metallic mirror with a textured dielectric spacer [47]. The flat metal reflector with a textured dielectric layer illustrated in Fig. 1(a-3) is, therefore, employed in this study because this is the most-efficient configuration for solar cell light trapping employing metallic mirrors [47]. The detailed dimensions for Fig. 1(a-3) are illustrated in Fig. 1(b). For diffuse medium reflectors, a white paint reflector is used [35, 36]. The titanium oxide (TiO2) embedded in a lower index host material is formed to achieve so-called white reflective paint. In the simulation structure, the TiO2 nanoparticles are random in z-direction and periodic in x- and y-direction. The one-dimensional randomness in z-direction has been used previously to study the diffuse medium [36]. This captures the essential physics of disordered media since z-direction is the primary wave propagation direction, and its randomness affects the light scattering property most significantly. In addition, true wave optics formulation for randomness in all of the three dimensions is in practice impossible to realize due to the algorithm and memory/center processing unit(CPU) limitation. The consistent high reflectance for both of the experimental and theoretical results confirms the validity of using one-dimensional randomness [36] for the purpose here. The geometry for the silver metallic reflector in Fig. 1(b) is \( \Lambda = 500\text{nm}, \ D_u = 187\text{nm}, \ FF = 0.38, \) and \( h_g = 194\text{nm}. \) The geometry for the white paint diffuse medium reflectors in Fig. 2 is \( d_{u1} = 92\text{nm} \) and \( D = 511\text{nm}. \) A genetic algorithm is used to select the geometry to maximize the total reflectance for the metallic and diffuse medium mirrors. For white paint diffuse medium, the resulting geometry (\( D=500\text{nm}\)) is consistent with our commercial white paint confirmed with the vendor. It is also confirmed that the embedded nano-particles in this commercial white paint are indeed TiO2.

The eigenmode expansion is a useful method to study the scattering properties of different back reflectors. The formulation is based on expanding the electromagnetic field by different eigen modes. Different modes correspond to the power coupled into different directions. Helmholtz equation for eigen mode expansion can generally be written as
\[ \nabla^2 E(x,z) + \alpha^2 \mu \varepsilon E(x,z) \]
\[ = \nabla^2 \left[ E_{inc} \exp(jk_{inc}z) + \sum_{i} b_{i}(z) \exp(jk_{i,x}x) \right] \]
\[ + \alpha^2 \mu \varepsilon \left[ E_{inc} \exp(jk_{inc}z) + \sum_{i} b_{i}(z) \exp(jk_{i,x}x) \right] \]

where the Helmholtz equation is written in terms of the different components of Fourier fields, which are the diffractions in different directions. \( E \) is the electric field, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) is the permittivity and permeability, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency \( b_{i} \) is the Fourier coefficient of different diffraction orders and \( k_{i,x} \) is the corresponding x-component of the Fourier wavevector. \( E_{inc} \) is the incident electric field amplitude, and \( k_{inc} \) the incident field wavevector.

Therefore, the electric field is expanded as
\[ E(x,z) = E_{inc} \exp(jk_{inc}z) + \sum_{i} b_{i}(z) \exp(jk_{i,x}x) \]
(2)

where the first term is the incident electric field, and the second term is the series expansion for the reflected electric field. \( i \) is the mode index and different modes correspond to power coupled into different directions.

In this section, the light scattering property is calculated for the silver metallic reflector and the white-paint diffuse medium reflectors. The specular power (0th order) and the diffused power (higher order) are calculated, and the diffused light scattering capability is then compared for these two reflectors. The incident medium is air in these calculations, to be consistent with the experimental setup in section 5. It should be emphasized that either far field or near field scattered power can be used to compare the scattering properties of different reflectors. In fact, the result and comparison will be very similar. In this section, the far-field angular emission power is used to distinguish the performance of metallic and dielectric reflectors.

From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the angular power spectrum for the specular reflected power and the first-order reflected power are plotted. It can be seen that the 0th order power, i.e. specular reflection, is the strongest, which is very common in most eigen mode or scattering problems. Nevertheless, higher order diffraction is the key for the efficient light trapping in solar cells, and it can be seen that diffuse medium reflectors realized by white paint is very efficient for this purpose. This is easier to see if diffused light scattering efficiency is compared. Diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) is defined as the diffused reflection power divided by the total reflected power
\[ \text{D.S.E.}(\lambda) = \frac{\sum_{\text{diffuse}} |b_{i}(z)|^2}{\sum_{\text{total}} |b_{i}(z)|^2} = \frac{P_{\text{diffuse}}(\lambda)}{P_{\text{total}}(\lambda)} \]
(3)

where the diffused power is calculated by summation over all reflection orders except the 0th one. The averaged diffused scattering efficiency weighted by AM 1.5 solar spectrum (D.S.E.\(_{\text{avg}}\)), is 0.298 for the silver reflector and 0.519 for the white paint diffuse medium reflector. Along the line of regular RCWA analysis, the 0th and the 1st order reflected power in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is expressed in terms of power fraction, i.e. the 0th or the 1st order reflected power divided by the total incident power. The diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) is defined in Eq. (3), and it is expressed as the diffused reflected power divided by the total reflected power.
Fig. 3. The theoretical diffraction property for a silver metallic reflector. (Left) The total reflectance (R), absorbance (Abs), and transmittance (T). (Right) The diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.), the 0th order specular reflected power (0, 0), and the strongest diffused power which corresponds to the first-order diffraction ($\pm 1, \pm 1$).

Fig. 4. The theoretical diffraction property for a white paint diffuse medium reflector. (Left) The total reflectance (R), absorbance (Abs), and transmittance (T). (Right) The diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.), the 0th order specular reflected power (0, 0), and the strongest diffused power which corresponds to the first-order diffraction ($\pm 1, \pm 1$).
4. Experimental result for thin-film amorphous silicon solar cells

Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass is cleaned by acetone firstly (see Fig. 5). Afterward, the p-i-n amorphous silicon film is deposited on FTO glass and the thicknesses of p, i, and n layers are 8nm, 300nm and 20nm, respectively. The p-i-n silicon film is deposited by very high frequency plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (VHF-PECVD) at 250°C. The indium tin oxide (ITO) thickness is 180nm and is deposited by sputtering. A shadow mask is placed on top of α-Si:H during ITO deposition to form the patterned ITO electrodes. Since the white paint material currently used in this study is non-conducting, etching is necessary to make the ohmic contact to the bottom FTO layer which is in turn in contact with the p-type emitter. Therefore, reactive ion etching (RIE) using CF₂/Argon(Ar) at 20 mtorr is employed to etch the portion of silicon film which is not covered by ITO. This way the contact to the bottom FTO layer is achieved. Aluminum ohmic contact can be formed on the FTO and ITO layer, but based on our measurement, probe directly in contact with FTO or ITO leads to similar measurement result. For the white paint back reflector, the commercial white paint is applied at the back side of the glass substrate. It is confirmed with the vendor that the white paint is indeed TiO₂ pigments. According to the vendor, in their commercial paint products, they use mixed TiO₂ diameters ranging from 200nm-500nm. Therefore, in a specific paint, a mixture of TiO₂ particles with different sizes exists. The vendor uses mixture of varying-diameter pigments to enhance the broadband reflectance. Different products from this same vendor can have different proportions of different-sized pigments, in order to target at different spectral ranges. The exact proportion specifically for the paint used here is not disclosed, but based on its high reflectance in the visible spectrum, we believe that most of the TiO₂ particles are closer to the larger side, i.e. 500nm. In fact, we have been searching for different paints, and the one employed in this study is closest to our theoretical setup and result. Lab-synthesized white paints will be an important future direction.

For the metallic back reflector, evaporation is used to deposit metal on the back side of the glass substrate.
In Fig. 6, J-V curve is measured for devices with metal or white-paint back reflectors applied to the back side of the FTO-coated glass substrate. The measurement is carried out using Keithley 2440 5A source meter, Oriel sol3A class AAA solar simulator, and Forter I-V measurement & analysis system. The device is 0.5cm × 0.5cm after dry plasma etching, and the substrate area is 1cm × 1cm.

Based on our experimental study, the efficiency enhancement using a white paint diffuse medium reflector is the highest among all reflectors (see Table 1). This can be attributed to its zero absorption loss and large angle light scattering evident from the theoretical result in section 3. It is, therefore, suggested that diffuse medium reflectors are, in fact, very promising, due to its zero absorption loss, low-cost, low-temperature process, and high throughput. From this experimental verification, it is demonstrated that the concept of diffuse medium reflectors can indeed be applied to future photovoltaics. It should be pointed out that by wave optics design and optimization in the pigment size/shape and in the pigment volume concentration (PVC), the reflectance and diffraction property of white-paint diffuse medium reflectors can be further improved in the future. In this case, a lab-synthesized paint, rather than commercial ones, is preferable, and the pigment size, shape, and PVC can therefore be controlled as desired.
Table 1. Comparison of relative enhancement in conversion efficiency ($\eta$) for different reflectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mirror Type</th>
<th>Diffuse Medium using White Paint</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline, $\eta$</td>
<td>4.66%</td>
<td>4.58%</td>
<td>5.07%</td>
<td>4.27%</td>
<td>4.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ Reflector, $\eta$</td>
<td>7.87%</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
<td>5.43%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>3.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Enhancement</td>
<td>68.88%</td>
<td>16.86%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>3.04%</td>
<td>−8.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Ultra-low specular emission for white-paint diffuse medium reflectors

Figure 7 is the Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS) measurement for various reflectors. Metallic and white-paint diffuse medium reflectors are coated on the glass, and UV-VIS spectrum is measured from 300nm to 1100nm. In this study, the composition of white paint is TiO$_2$ nanoparticles embedded in synthetic resin. In UV-VIS measurement, it is seen that the reflectance of the white-paint diffuse medium can actually be as high as silver. The promising result leads to the applicability to solar cells. In order to further study the angular reflection behavior for various metallic reflectors and diffuse medium white-paint reflectors, the angular measurement is conducted. The reflector structures of real solar cells in section 4 are used for the angular measurement. The texture on the dielectric with a planar metallic mirror is shown to be the most effective configuration for metal-backed solar cells [47]. This is because the texture on the metal itself tends to result in more metallic absorption loss even in the presence of a dielectric spacer. In Fig. 8, the specular and the diffused powers versus wavelength and angle are plotted for various reflectors. The specular power is measured directly, and the diffused power is calculated by subtracting the specular reflected power from the total reflected power. Measuring diffused power directly is also possible in our experimental set-up, but the accuracy can be worse. The total reflected power is measured using integration sphere at normal incidence. The specular reflected power is measured at a small incidence angle (20°) since at normal incidence the detector and the light source are on
the same line, and the specular power is difficult to measure. The diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) is defined by Eq. (3), and the averaged value (D.S.E.\textsubscript{avg}) is the mean value of D.S.E. weighted by AM1.5 solar spectrum. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the D.S.E. for the white paint diffuse medium reflectors are higher than 0.8 over the entire spectral range of interest for light trapping (600nm-1000nm). The titanium (Ti) has second high D.S.E. but its low reflectance makes it not useful for solar cell application. The experimental result is consistent with the theoretical results in section 3, using coupled mode theory. The superior large-angle diffraction property for white paint diffuse medium reflector results from the fact that the embedded nano-particles enhance the photon backward diffractions. The effect is significant, and it is potentially more efficient than plasmonic resonance, based on the experimental amorphous silicon solar cell result in section 4.

Fig. 8. The specular and diffused component of the reflected power for different reflectors. The structure for this specular and diffused power measurement is the back reflector structure in real solar cells in section 4. The diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) is defined as the diffused power divided by total reflected power and it characterizes the reflectors’ large-angle diffraction capability.
6. Conclusion

The white-paint diffuse medium reflectors are compared to different metallic reflectors with varying conductivity in order to achieve ultra-high efficiency photovoltaics. The theoretical result shows the diffuse medium reflectors possess superior light scattering property, despite the absence of surface plasmon excitation. The RCWA calculation shows that the diffracted power at non-specular direction, for diffuse medium reflectors, is significantly higher than its metallic counterparts. The fabrication of amorphous silicon solar cells with various back reflectors further confirms the feasibility and the superiority of diffuse medium reflectors for photovoltaics. The enhancement of short circuit current and efficiency is the most pronounced for white-paint diffuse medium reflectors, even compared to highly conductive silver reflectors. The high efficiency of solar cell with diffuse medium reflectors is attributed to the strongest angular diffraction and zero metallic absorption loss. The UV-VIS measurement reveals that the high reflectance of the diffuse medium can be comparable to silver (Ag), provided the optimal geometry of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is employed. The measurement of specular and diffused power further confirms the superior light scattering property for the diffuse medium reflectors. It is seen that the diffused scattering efficiency (D.S.E.) provided by a diffuse medium reflector is much higher than its metallic counterparts. We propose that diffuse medium reflectors are very promising, and all-dielectric solar cell reflectors should be used for future photovoltaics employing nanophotonic light trapping.